
Desententialization of non-main clauses in the light of negation strategies in Semitic

Abstract

In discussing the concept of standard negation, Dahl (2010) noted that the clause type ar-
gued to be basic in the definition of standard negation is identical to the type of predication
argued to be prototypically associated with finiteness (Anderson 2007), and that deviations
from that prototype are often connected with a change to a non-standard negator. Indeed,
the distributional pattern of the surface expression of negation for languages with more
than one negator is usually differentiated according to clause type (Horn 1989). Parameters
governing this split may correlate, for example, with distinctions in basic illocution, TAM
categories, and the grammatical category of the negated constituent. On another note,
given that the devices used for negating subordinate clauses are different from those used
in main clauses in many languages (Payne 1985), the change to a non-standard negator in
non-main clauses can be related to the loss of finiteness, as non-main clauses at many times
are subject to desententialization (Lehmann 1988). In other words, if standard negation is
associated with negating prototypical predicators of finiteness, the less a dependent clause
looks and acts like a sentence, the less it is seems to express a complete proposition (Horn
1978), and accordingly, the more likely it is to be negated by a non-standard negator.

In this paper, I explore various degrees of desententialization in non-main clauses in
relation to negation strategies with evidence from especially Old Babylonian and Standard
Biblical Hebrew.
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